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Rare Falke "perlkorn"
January 23 2012 at 1:47 AM

 Garvin  (Premier Login Garvin2)
 Owner

Here's a rare example of a Falke 80/90 bead front sight element, 
 which in German is known as a "perlkorn". 

Virtually all known examples of these rifles were fitted with plain blade 
front sight elements. In fact, so ubiquitous are the blades that I 
began to doubt that Falke had actually made the set of elements that 
were advertised in the FKN brochure and elsewhere (see Resources section). 

 

 
 

I think one rifle did turn up with a non-blade front sight but I can't 
find it again among all the pics that now adorn this forum! Anyhow, 
this lovely bead element turned up in a small but extraordinary cache of 
Falke rifle parts that appeared in the US recently. It consisted of a new 
diopter sight, a new open rear sight, a front sight protector, an OEM 
spring and this perl korn. 

Curiously, there was no sign of a rifle with the spares. It's hard to 
imagine why?! Perhaps the rifle was due to be sent away for repairs, so 
the owner carefully removed the sights and protector and placed them with 
the spares. Then... the rifle disappears without trace from the mail system, 
minus its all-important sights. Or maybe not...? We will never know! 

 
Anyway, here are pics of the bead insert, made to Falke's usual high standards. 
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Author Reply

 Barry
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Re: Rare Falke "perlkorn" January 25 2012, 1:53 AM 

Interesting Danny. Would you dare put a value on it? I know it sent me scampering off to check mine. All normal posts but one of my two 80s has a blade half the height of the other.

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

No Barry, I wouldn't January 27 2012, 12:57 AM 

dare to put a value on it! On the other hand, there must be a limit on what anyone should pay for such a small - if beautifully made - piece of metal. A skilled metalworker could probably knock up a
perfect reproduction in a couple of hours. Now wouldn't it have been nice if every Falke underlever had a small metal patch box inlet into the stock with two spare 'korns' inside?!
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